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Evolution’s 80s-themed Side Bet City extends live poker line-up 

Evolution Gaming, leading provider of Live Casino solutions, has announced the launch of Side Bet City, a 

unique 1980s-themed poker room that extends the company’s already extensive line-up of online live 

dealer poker variants. 

Promising to transport players back to 1985, Side Bet City is a Las Vegas-themed poker room in a stunning 

setting complete with bright neon lights for an authentic late night, big city buzz. 

Side Bet City is a fun, fast-paced poker game designed to be played not against the dealer but against a pay 

table for an unlimited number of online players. Players simply bet on whether they will win on a 3 Card 

Hand, a 5 Card Hand or a 7 Card Hand, or on the ‘All Lose’ option. The player can bet on any combination 

of these bets. 

Winning hands are based on all the usual poker hands and no decisions are needed by the player after 

placing their chosen bets. If the player’s bet wins, a winning message appears on-screen. This is poker made 

easy. 

Commenting on this latest game launch, Evolution’s Chief Product Officer Todd Haushalter said: “We are 

very excited by the potential of Side Bet City because it adds something very different and distinctive to 

our already wide choice of poker variants. Side Bet City is a fast, simple live poker game with big payouts, 

all wrapped in a 1980s’ theme.” 

Haushalter continued: “We feel the game will attract the widest range of players with the way the game 

plays out. Players new to poker will love it because it’s an easy and entertaining introduction to the game. 

More experienced poker players, meanwhile, will also find the game huge fun because it presents a 

different kind of poker challenge and also because there are big payouts on offer of up to 1000 to 1.” 

For trade press and media enquiries, please contact: 
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